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“The important thing about Press &
PR is how you present information to
media outlets. The press and media
are only interested in good stories
and the cultural sector is full of great
stories.”

1. Research and planning
Spend time researching the publications and
journalists that are most relevant to your offer
and your target audience, or who would be most
interested in what you’re currently promoting — a
new show, an exhibition, a tour, one-off event, special
announcement or the launch of a new product or
experience.
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2. Target your media
Decide what type of media you should be focusing on:
— local, regional or national press
— specialist periodical publications
— social media platforms
— journalists who are proactive on Twitter
— influencers such as bloggers and blogging websites
— local, regional and national broadcasting, including
radio and television news outlets
— sector-relevant or partner organisations.

3. Target your journalists
Identify the best person to liaise with at each
publication or media outlet. To make the news, you
need to get to know your key contacts and cultivate a
working relationship with them. Pick up the phone or
meet in person and create a relationship that makes
you stand out from the crowd. Don’t just rely on emails
or press releases to get your story told.

4. What’s the story?
Think about what’s unique about your offer. The
exhibition, tour, event, experience or show is not a
story in itself. Think about the people involved — the
artists, performers, those supporting them — what
stories do they have?
Remember: media outlets whether they are local,
regional or national; in print, broadcasting or online,
are constantly looking for interesting stories and the
arts, cultural and heritage sector have a wealth of
stories to share.
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5. News

Journalists are increasingly working within smaller

Provide journalists with the news hook from which

teams, with limited resources and time. This can be

your story can be hung upon. Editors are under

used to your advantage.

pressure to be newsworthy so give them the news
angle of your story. Look beyond the exhibition, show

A well written and presented press release can enable

or event that you’re promoting. Are there stories that

an editor or journalist to quickly decide whether it’s

can be linked to what’s happening in the wider world?

relevant to their publication. If the content can be used

What topical news event or story can you link your

without editing it’s more likely to be published.

story to?
See our Member resource on How to write press
Think about the publications that you’re targeting

release for more help.

— make sure that the information and content that
you provide such as press releases is relevant to that
publication. Journalists work on tight budgets and

7. A picture is worth a thousand words

don’t have time to adapt copy so make your content

Editors like strong, eye-catching images that work well

usable. Think about the writing style and tone of voice

in either print or online format. Good quality, high-res

of the publication you’re targeting and adapt your

images are best especially for print publications. Make

copy to fit that style.

sure you have the correct credits and permissions
in place before you share images with journalists.
Journalists don’t have time to chase for credits or

6. Press release

image captions.

Whatever you’re announcing or promoting — a new
show, an exhibition, a tour, one-off event, special

Develop a working relationship with the picture

announcement or launching a new product — a well

editors of the media outlets that you’re targeting.

written press release can help capture the attention of

Your organisation’s image bank could prove a useful

a journalist and help secure press coverage.

resource to your targeted publications.

8. Respond quickly
Journalists are often working to tight deadlines so
make sure you can respond quickly to requests for
interviews or further comments.
If you’re using direct quotes in your press release make
sure that those quoted and anyone related to the story
— artists, directors, producers, curators, performers
and organisers — are available for follow-up interviews
at the time your press release is published.
Make sure that the contact you name in your press
release is the person who can deal with all press
enquiries, including organising interviews.

9. Timings
Lead times and copy deadlines will vary depending
upon the type of publications and media outlets
you’re targeting. Copy deadlines for periodical
publications will have a longer lead than weekly ones;
likewise preview listings and features will have a longer
lead compared to news stories. Work out a schedule
and plan when you need to approach specific media
outlets.
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Look at the bigger picture — avoid obvious clashes
with competing stories; or find topical news events or
stories that you can link your story to.
Remember: any press coverage is good even if
it’s after your event or experience has ended as
it has value in raising awareness of your offer and
organisation.

“Be honest with yourself and ask:
would I want to read this story? Does
my story have an impact? Is my story
something that people want to read
about, watch or listen to? Would I be
interested?”

10. Monitoring and evaluation
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Monitor all the media coverage you get — online,
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offline, broadcasting. Press and media clippings
are important to evaluate the success of your press
campaign. Assess what worked and what didn’t work;
and consider what you might need to change for your
next campaign.
Assess the impact your story has had on social media
and identify the key players who have engaged with
your story.
Ensure that any audience or visitor evaluation that
your marketing team undertakes includes press and
media coverage.
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